Genetic evaluation of Atlantic salmon for growth traits incorporating SNP markers.
Genetic evaluations of individual fish were calculated for growth traits in North American Atlantic salmon with and without inclusion of genetic markers. The number of SNP markers was reduced to 6,000 and further to 270 in order to reduce the problem of overparameterization. SNP genotypes were predicted for all ungenotyped animals in the pedigree. Analysis of traits used a model with polygenic effects and SNP markers together. Polygenic effects refer to the additive genetic effects that remain after accounting for SNP genotypes. SNP marker genotypes were included as covariates to evaluate fish for growth traits (weight and length) in different environments (freshwater and seawater) with genders separated. Including regressions on SNP marker genotypes reduced the sum of squares of residuals by 2.7%-12.5% and increased the variability of Mendelian sampling effects (i.e., within-family variation) compared to traditional animal model evaluations. Genetic evaluations may be carried out with a few hundred markers which may be more affordable for genotyping large numbers of fish.